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Saint Wolfgang and the Devil, by Michael Pacher. It was usually thought that the person who had made a pact
also promised the demon to kill children or consecrate them to the devil at the moment of birth many
midwives were accused of this, due to the number of children who died at birth in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance , take part in Witches Sabbaths , have sexual relations with demons, and sometimes engender
children from a succubus , or an incubus in the case of women. The pact can be oral or written. The mark
could be used as a proof to determine that the pact was made. It was also believed that on the spot where the
mark was left, the marked person could feel no pain. Usually the acts included strange characters that were
said to be the signature of a demon, and each one had his own signature or seal. Books like The Lesser Key of
Solomon also known as Lemegeton Clavicula Salomonis give a detailed list of these signs, known as
diabolical signatures. The Malleus Maleficarum discusses several alleged instances of pacts with the Devil,
especially concerning women. It was considered that all witches and warlocks had made a pact with some
demon, especially with Satan. According to demonology , there is a specific month, day of the week, and hour
to call each demon, so the invocation for a pact has to be done at the right time. Also, as each demon has a
specific function, a certain demon is invoked depending on what the conjurer is going to ask. In the narrative
of the Synoptic Gospels , Jesus is offered a series of bargains by the devil, in which he is promised worldly
riches and glory in exchange for serving the devil rather than God. Theophilus of Adana, servant of two
masters[ edit ] The predecessor of Faustus in Christian mythology is Theophilus "Friend of God" or "Beloved
of God" the unhappy and despairing cleric, disappointed in his worldly career by his bishop, who sells his soul
to the devil but is redeemed by the Virgin Mary. A ninth-century Miraculum Sancte Marie de Theophilo
penitente inserts a Virgin as intermediary with diabolus, his "patron", providing the prototype of a closely
linked series in the Latin literature of the West. As in her model, Theophilus receives back his contract from
the devil, displays it to the congregation, and soon dies. According to the legend, spread by William of
Malmesbury and Cardinal Beno , Silvester II had also learned sorcery, using a book of spells stolen from an
Arab philosopher. According to a medieval legend associated with the Codex Gigas , the scribe was a monk
who broke his monastic vows and was sentenced to be walled up alive. In order to avoid this harsh penalty he
promised to create in one night a book to glorify the monastery forever, including all human knowledge. Near
midnight, he became sure that he could not complete this task alone so he made a special prayer, not addressed
to God but to the fallen angel Lucifer, asking him to help him finish the book in exchange for his soul. The
motif lives on among musicians until the 20th century: He confessed to have a compact with Satan during the
North Berwick witch trials in Scotland which he confessed to King James as the trial proceedings were taking
place but later promised that he would renounce his compact with Satan and vow to lead the life of a
Christian. The next morning, he confessed that the Devil came to him in his cell dressed in all black holding a
white wand, demanding Fian continue his faithful service, according to his first oath and promise that he
made. Fian testified that he renounced Satan to his face saying "Get thee behind me, thou Satan, and start
pushing, for I have listened too much to thee, and by the same thou hast undone me, in respect whereof I will
utterly undo you. He then was given a chance to lead the life he promised but the same night he stole a key to
his cell and escaped. He was eventually captured and tortured until his execution. One of the documents
presented at his trial was a diabolical pact he supposedly signed, which also bears what are supposed to be the
seals of several demons, including that of Satan himself. He is also alleged to be the model for the ghostly
captain of the Flying Dutchman. An example of this is the Nazi-Jewish negotiations during the Holocaust ,
both positively [18] and negatively. However, Rudolf Kastner was accused of negotiating with the Nazis to
save a select few at the expense of the many. According to some, the term served to inflame public hatred
against Kastner, culminating in his assassination.
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Making a Pact with the Devil: Before you do it Making a pact with the Devil Here is a list of 10 things you
should know before making a pact with the devil. The agreement could be oral or written. If it is oral, it is
done through invocations, spells or rituals. The written contract will attract the devil and will include a
contract signed with the blood of the sorcerer or sacrificial victim or, more commonly, red ink or animal
blood. The person usually offers his or her soul in exchange for powerful devilish favors such as eternal youth,
knowledge, riches, love or power. In Christian Demonology, it was thought that the person who had made a
pact with the devil promised in return to sacrifice their children or consecrate them at birth. The pact-maker
was also supposed to participate in covens, have sexual relations with demons and conceive offspring with the
succubi or the incubi if she was a woman. In the history of music there have been alleged diabolic pacts such
as that of Niccolo Paganini, an Italian violinist; Giuseppe Tartini, a Venetian composer and violinist, who
sincerely believed that his sonata The trill of the Devil was inspired by the appearance of the devil in a dream;
and also Robert Johnson, a blues musician, known for having sold his soul at the crossroads of Highway 61
and Another way to seal the covenant was by including your own name in the Red Book of Satan. The
western monotheistic religions assure that this pact is very dangerous since the price would be the eternal
condemnation of the soul and the condemned always lose. History of the Contracts with the Devil Sell your
soul to the devil Paganism did not disappear in Europe until the 8th century, and its remains lasted under many
forms of popular religiosity. It is possible to establish a clear analogy between the pagan rites to pre-Christian
gods that Christianity considers evil and the pact with the devil. Especially, Christian Apologetics and
Demonology emphasized and exaggerated the most sinister aspects of these rites, particularly those relating to
human sacrifice. For this reason, the cultural idea of secret rites lasted in Europe to obtain the favor of malefic
forces. Selling your Soul to the Devil The rituals to make a contract with the Devil and sell the soul vary a lot
depending on the sources. Let-s see some of the books that according to the experts show in more detail the
steps of the ritual or pact by which it would be possible to sell your soul to the Devil: The Great Grimoire is
considered one of the most authoritative books regarding diabolical pacts. It is difficult, as with all grimoires,
to date the time of its writing, since no manuscript was found prior to the date of its printing, which occurred
in the eighteenth century. Much aware of the risks that the pact with the devil would entail, the Great Grimoire
includes a series of clauses full of double meanings, tricks, and loopholes, which allow the devil to be
deceived when he comes to claim his share in the pact. After all, an eternity of unspeakable torments, in
exchange for a few years of material benefits, is not a great deal for anyone. The Grimorium Verum begins its
first part by listing the three main demons with which it is possible to make a pact: Detailing below how all
the elements and tools of the ritual should be made correctly: Published for the first time in Latin, in Rome, in
the years , it is especially known from a French translation of , and attributed to Pope Honorius III the Great,
the successor of Innocent III, who reigned between and According to the Gospel quote, Jesus told the first
Pope: In this meeting, which largely supports the authority of the Magisterium of the Catholic Church, it is
intended to justify the supposed power of the Pope to dominate the demons and to decide on earth issues that
also affect the beyond. In Spain, without a doubt one of the most popular forbidden books, which still
circulates today in some esoteric environments, is the Great Book of San Cipriano. This Grimoire, which also
specifies in detail the ritual of invocation to the demons and the steps of the satanic pact, generated all kinds of
legends. Among the Galician meigas, it was rumored that there was a copy of this legendary book chained in
the basement of the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela, however minor editions and loose fragments were
treasured by some Galician occultists, or the rest of Spain, as a real magical treasure. In this extensive
book-manual of magic, different ways of invoking the forces of nature, spirits a, d demons are detailed,
including also the precautions that must be taken. Consequences of Selling your Soul to the Devil Even some
of the most devout Satanists point out the risks involved in this type of ritual. The Satanic Covenant, they say,
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is not a game for the curious, but a commitment for all eternity. He who sells his soul to the Devil is a victim
of his own weakness and ambition, and does not hesitate to achieve his desires to sell his soul to the devil,
without caring about the consequences, knowing that at some point he will have to pay his debt. So he ends up
losing everything and condemning his Being, destroying his life and everything he loved most. The price of
selling the Soul is very high; the buyer is relentless and patient to charge and devour his victims. The
temptation is great, but the price to pay is never cheap. I strongly suggest that you study Satanism, practice
rituals and spirituality with Satan for at least a year before you decide to make a pact. This is so that you can
be sure that Satanism is the path for you. Let your pact be something you work towards. A pact is not a
starting point, it is a post along the way. I recommend that you plan to perform the ritual one month before a
full moon, with this probationary period ending with the ritual on the night of the full moon. This ensures that
you have plenty of time to consider your intentions and to plan for the ritual. During that month you should
study as much as you can about Satan, or the demon that you are pacting with, so that you are familiar with the
forces you intend to align yourself with. I suggest a month as a measure of precaution, because a pact that is
made in haste is not as useful or legitimate as one that has been carefully considered and planned. What you
will do is create and plan a ritual, perform this ritual and then sign your pact with Satan. Making a pact with
the devil Tools and Equipment You will need basic tools and materials and a quiet and private place to work,
so you can use the month beforehand to gather any ritual tools or items, and prepare for your ritual. This ritual
is going to be an event that you only need to do once, because it is an initiatory ritual into Satanism. I also
recommend that you take some time during that month to write a few paragraphs to yourself, by hand, to
describe why you want to pact with Satan. You should write about what Satan means to you, and why you
want to initiate yourself into Satanism. This will allow you to some time to carefully consider your proposition
to Satan. This material can then be used for creating your ritual, as you will have already declared through
your writing exercise your intent. This is important, as it will give you time to consider and formulate your
words. Part of the planning for a ritual is in obtaining the items that you can use to set the mood and create the
atmosphere necessary for ritual. Gather up any images, drawings, music, statues or sigils that are associated
with Satan. These items could be anything that you relate to on a deep level that signifies Satan, or the force of
Satanic energy. This symbolism will surround you as you create your pact and it will help you to focus on the
task at hand. Through this symbolism and imagery the force of Satan will be present in your ritual. You should
also gather candles and incense for your ritual. My suggestion is, of course, black candles, and incense that is
symbolic of the element of earth, or Saturn [patchouli, cedar, pine, etc. For a Satanist, however, associating
with energies of the earth and of Saturn seems to be a better method of evoking this same essence through
symbolism that is less threatening and demanding, and more appropriate for Satanic interaction. Some of us as
Satanists, recognize Satan as the god of this earth so it only makes sense to use things in this ritual that
symbolize earthen energies. Along with these ritual items, you also need a space to perform your rituals.
Maybe you already have a ritual space to use, or a place outdoors that is quiet where you can perform your
pacting with Satan. You also should have a paper to sign your pact with; some may choose to use parchment
paper for this task. For my ritual, I used parchment paper that was animal-friendly [not made from sheepskin].
If these things are not available to you, you always have the option of using a new piece of paper and pen to
write your pact. Make a Pact with Satan Pact with Satan Now that you have gathered your items for ritual, and
you know the time and place, and your intent has already been written, you will be prepared for the Pact
Ritual. On the night of the full moon, you will perform your ritual. The dress for ritual is simple black
clothing, a ritual robe, or naked if you so desire. You can then set up your ritual space, and prepare for
invoking the presence of Satan. The invocation is a method of connecting with the force of Satan through
internal association. This can be done through chanting, prayers or meditation. It is important to focus on your
task and not to question along the way whether it is working for you or not; what matters is that you are
expressing your desire to the universe, and to Satan. You must be genuine with your intent, and honest and
true to your original purpose, without the limitations of distractions both internal and external, and thereby you
will have results. You can also call to Satan through invocation, and by doing this you are calling the energy
of your deity within, and to your ritual space. You should use some type of basic invocation that you can say
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out loud. You should attempt to create your own personal invocation in your ritual, something that is simple
and effective. I will not provide this material on my site because I feel that a pact is a personal thing that
should be self-created, not something that is copied from a source. When it is done in this way it will have
more meaning for you. I call upon Satan to be here in this sacred space tonight with me to witness the signing
of this pact! After lighting your candles and taking a moment to surround yourself with purpose and energy
through focus by invocation, it is time to write your pact. Using your previous writing exercise as your guide,
write clearly and decisively what you want, how you want it, when you want it and why. You should be
detailed, and be sincere with your writing. Now, after you have written your terms, you will sign the pact. You
can either sign it with your ink, or some may do, take the option of signing this pact with blood. The choice is
yours, but signing the pact is what you need to make it real and true, and final. The pact is created and so it is
done. You can either keep your pact in a safe place, or burn it. I had burned my pact afterward, dissolving it in
fire and letting the elements consume it by returning it to the earth.
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Rather, Lucifer in this context is seen as one of many morning stars, a symbol of enlightenment , [27]
independence, and human progression, and is often used interchangeably with similar figures from a range of
ancient beliefs, such as the Greek titan Prometheus or the Jewish Talmudic figure Lilith. Luciferians generally
support the protection of the natural world. Both the arts and sciences are crucial to human development and
thus both are cherished. Luciferians think that humans should be focused on this life and how to make the
most of it every single day. The Luciferian philosophy in recent years has been defined in a collective
foundation, known as the "11 Luciferian Points of Power", [28] authored by Michael W. The basis of
Luciferian philosophy cultivates and encourages individuality, self-determined choices based on strategic
application and continually seeking to enhance the Will via overcoming challenges. Luciferianism is
philosophically practiced with the continual cycle and process known as Liberation, Illumination and
Apotheosis. For Luciferians, enlightenment is the ultimate goal. Traditional dogma is shunned as a basis for
morality on the grounds that humans should not need deities or fear of eternal punishment to distinguish right
from wrong and to do good. All ideas should be tested before being accepted, and even then one should
remain skeptical because knowledge and understanding are fluid. Theistic Luciferianism[ edit ] Some
Luciferians believe in Lucifer as an actual deity, not to be worshipped as the Judeo-Christian God but to be
revered and followed as a teacher and friend, as a rescuer or guiding spirit, or even the one true god as
opposed to the traditional creator deity in Judaism. Lucifer the Lightbearer was an individualist anarchist
publication in the United States edited by Moses Harman Lucifer the Lightbearer was an individualist
anarchist journal published in the United States by Moses Harman in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Lucifer, the name given to the morning star by the people of the ancient world, served as the symbol of the
publication and represented the ushering in of a new day. He declared that freethinkers had sought to redeem
and glorify the name Lucifer while theologians cursed him as the prince of the fallen angels. Harman
suggested that Lucifer would take on the role of an educator. The journal was first published by Blavatsky.
Lucifer represents an intellectual, imaginative, delusional, otherworldly force which might be associated with
visions, subjectivity, psychosis and fantasy. He associated Lucifer with the religious and philosophical
cultures of Egypt, Rome, and Greece. Steiner believed that Lucifer, as a supersensible Being, had incarnated in
China about years before the birth of Christ. In what is known as the Taxil hoax , he alleged that leading
Freemason Albert Pike had addressed "[t]he 23 Supreme Confederated Councils of the world" an invention of
Taxil , instructing them that Lucifer was God, and was in opposition to the evil god Adonai. Supporters of
Freemasonry contend that, when Albert Pike and other Masonic scholars spoke about the "Luciferian path" or
the "energies of Lucifer", they were referring to the Morning Star, the light bearer, [31] the search for light;
the very antithesis of dark, Satanic evil. Taxil promoted a book by Diana Vaughan actually written by himself,
as he later confessed publicly [32] that purported to reveal a highly secret ruling body called the Palladium ,
which controlled the organization and had a Satanic agenda. As described by Freemasonry Disclosed in With
frightening cynicism, the miserable person we shall not name here [Taxil] declared before an assembly
especially convened for him that for twelve years he had prepared and carried out to the end the most
sacrilegious of hoaxes. We have always been careful to publish special articles concerning Palladism and
Diana Vaughan. We are now giving in this issue a complete list of these articles, which can now be considered
as not having existed. Madeline Montalban was an English astrologer and witch. She co-founded the esoteric
organisation known as the Order of the Morning Star OMS , through which she propagated her own form of
Luciferianism. In , she met Nicholas Heron, with whom she entered into a relationship. An engraver ,
photographer, and former journalist for the Brighton Argus , he shared her interest in the occult and together
they developed a magical system based upon Luciferianism, the veneration of the deity Lucifer , or Lumiel,
whom they considered to be a benevolent angelic deity. Lest we forget at least an over-the-shoulder
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acknowledgment to the very first radical: Ford has written on Lucifer as a "mask" of the adversary, a
motivator and illuminating force of the mind and subconscious. The GCoL focuses more on teachings based
on the practical world. Family and personal progression are among its key tenets. Over a hundred local
residents, mainly Catholic, protested the opening of the church.
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For entertainment purposes only. According to Pope Francis and the Catholic Church, Lucifer is the god of the
material world and the true father of Jesus. This is their new declaration made in a Catholic mass and other
ceremonies: May I say to you O Lucifer who knows no setting. Christ is your son who came back from the
dead, and shed his light to the human race and is alive and reigns forever and ever. When you sign a contract
to sell your soul to Lucifer, you are using the Christian blood of your forefathers to become your own personal
Jesus. A contract to sell your soul to become your own personal Jesus is only effective when it comes from the
obeah mystery schools. When you sign the contract of the obeah man, you are entering into a magical
agreement with Lucifer and infernal spirits of the dead. Occult writers acknowledge that a contract with
Lucifer and the infernal spirits of the dead is essential if you wish to sell your soul in exchange for money,
power, and fame. The Garden of Blood and Bones, Frisvold shares: However, Aleister Crowley was not the
first to link the secret of the Masonic Illuminati to the obeah cults of Jamaica, Trinidad, and Cuba. An obeah
men from 19th century Cuba reveals that the deal with the Devil is part of the Satanic Agenda engineered by
Masons and the Elite. Also, masons, and even Christians. An anthropologist has noted that in the Cabbala of
the obeah man deals with making a deal with the Devil in exchange for money, power, and fame. Even those
who work with the entities often refer to them as wicked, evil, and demonic. Worshipers say that the Kabbalah
entities are powerful and work fast. If someone needs immediate results, he or she appeals to the Kabbalah
entities. If someone wishes to manipulate the natural order to benefit unjustly at the expense of another, he or
she works the Kabbalah. Also, there are no negative side effects, because when you sell your soul you will be
covered from head to toe in the Blood of Jesus. Forget everything you think you know about selling your soul
to the Devil. Carl Jung, make a pact with the Devil is simply part of the alchemical process that leads to
self-actualization, symbolized by the All-Seeing Eye of the Illuminati and the Blazing Star of the Scottish Rite
Freemasons.
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Being written for NaNoWriMo In this time, humans can make contracts with Demons or Angels. Set after the
first Great War between Heaven and Hell. Fiction T - English - Supernatural - Words: Rating may go up for
later chapters, mostly for violence. I may do some short chapters on the characters, but nothing totally
relevant. And yes, I totally intended for their first and last names to have the same first letters. There will more
than likely be some Platonic Romance going on. If Chritian themes bother you, leave now. She never liked
that woman. From the second she had met her, she hated her. They were opposites after all; it was only natural
considering who they had contracted with. In this time, humans can make contracts with demons or angels. It
was extremely rare to find someone who has contracted with an Archangel however. But in this instance, these
two women have. One Michelle Michaels, contracted with Archangel Michael after killing her family who had
been possessed by corpse demons you might know them better as zombies or vampires. They possess bodies,
living or dead, but either way the host will always die but the demon keeps the body moving. Then there was
one Lalila Lucian. No one knows why exactly. They were opposites in every way. Michelle followed the rules,
dressed neatly, fought in conventional and practical sword-play, and had the highest combat and exorcism
record at the Academy. Seemingly flawless as well as beautiful and full of pure grace. She was admired by all
the students there, as well as the teachers. Short brown hair that slightly spiked up in the back almost naturally
and bangs that came down to frame her flawless cream-colored skin gave her an almost tomboyish image of
beauty. However, she was rather cold to others and had a sadistic streak as well. Lalila on the other hand was a
slob, pure and simple. She never followed the dress code and stubbornly insisted on wearing very baggy
clothing. Her shoulder-length dark brown hair was constantly greasy or had some form of trash or gunk in it.
She constantly swore and slurred her words, fell asleep in classes. During combat training she did nothing
conventional. Her movements and thoughts were sporadic. On top of that, her dark violent eyes were almost
always narrowed and she was always scowling. Actually she was rather protective of the other woman, often
coming to her rescue when need be. On more than one occasion Lalila had gone into a homicidal rage and
slaughtered who they were supposed to be exorcising. Gabriella Ganders, who has contracted with Archangel
Gabriel, noticed this as soon as the two had crossed paths in the Academy courtyard one afternoon. She had
felt a tinge of jealousy but tried to brush it off. She remembered that day clearly. It had been rather windy that
day, her long black hair kept getting into her face because of it. She was told to escort Lalila to her dorm and
show her around, and to avoid Michelle if at all possible. That was when the first fight between them
happened. It was almost comical looking back. Michelle forgot her teachings and swung the sword wildly,
trying to kill the other contractee. But Lalila had a rather unique power. The odd thing about Lalila is that she
could summon projectile weapons. Seeing modern weaponry being summoned was rather uncommon. You
have to summon two halves to make the weapon and most find this to be unnecessarily difficult and use more
practical weapons instead. Lalila dodged every attack, looking totally disinterested while doing so. When she
dodged off to the side, she used a summoned handgun and shot at Michelle. And that, that is why Michelle has
short hair now. It used to be quite long but Lalila shot most of it off. Needless to say, Michelle was rather
pissed as well as in shock. Both Michelle and Lalila figured this out after they each received swift blows to the
gut. They can at least tolerate each others presence without the urge to kill each other. Gabriella often had to
wonder if this was a test from God, a sign, or a testament of what was to come. If only her powers would
allow her to go to Heaven to see for herself. The scope of her powers were limited to Earth, but she could
travel to any time and place on a whim. She could speak any language and transmit physic messages. She was
rather powerful in that regard, but lacked any real combat skill although he weapon was a bow and arrow. She
had tried contacting Gabriel by going to previously mentioned times and locations where he had spoken to and
made contracts with others in the past. But it seems she can not be seen by his past self. It was a pity, because
she had a feeling a lot of bad things were going to happen soon. She would be the cause of everything that was
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about to happen. It had already been foretold by God and told to her by Gabriel himself. But she chose the
contract regardless. In order for the contract to be completed, she had made sure that Lalila made a contract
with Lucifer. Because no mortal can contain even the smallest fraction of his power. It was slowing down.
Once timed stopped, another Great War would take place. She closed the watch and sighed. Sometimes, being
able to know these things was a real bitch. No wonder she felt the slightest bit of pity for Lucifer contractee.
As the raven-haired woman walked off, she pulled out a picture from her childhood. It was a picture of herself,
her parents, and her cousin who was her best friend growing up. How she wished to return to that time, before
all this contracting business. Back before she cried out to God and prayed endlessly to bring them back, to
bring at least one of them back. Part of her wish had been granted. Gabriel came down from Heaven to say
that no soul can be truly resurrected but that if she made a trade, then maybe a new body could be created for
one of them. That was when she started the plan. Oh, she had contracted with him alright and her powers have
proved useful. She had no intention on trading anything to get one of them back. She was only able to save
one as price for making the contract, but had she chosen to have Heaven create a new body as well would have
required her soul as payment. But now she was able to bring back one of them by her own means. Her plan
was set into motion a long time ago. It was difficult, but she had other bodies, bodies she had created. And she
would make damn sure they would stay safe until she was able to claim his soul the moment all the angels in
Heaven descended for the Great War. The author would like to thank you for your continued support. Your
review has been posted.
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typically this contract sequences the legal arrangement so that the deal-maker get their desires met prior to those
promised to the Devil, and in some cases this is said to have led to a later attempt to appeal to intervention on the part
of a supernal such as Yahweh or Jesus or Mary to save the soul involved, so it is not unexpected that the.

Rated 5 out of 5 by pearlmimi from long good game Really good puzzles and a long game. Excellent for a SE
edition. In other words I would rather run around figuring stuff out, than run around looking for stuff for no
particular reason. Yeah I had to look for stuff, but for a reason For example, when I saw that little bat
clutching something I needed, with a pile of breadcrumbs on the ground below him, and with the info that he
REALLY liked bread, I knew I would be running around figuring out how to make bread. And the best part is
all the stuff was there for logical reasons, not just left there for me to figure out the puzzle. So yeah the
language was a little off This game is not scary, but atmospheric. In fact the demons look more like cute
gremlins, and they gabble in little mouse-voices. At first I found them jarring, because the rest of the game is
pretty serious. However, I soon got used to them and got to like the silliness of them. Things I really enjoyed
about this game about this include: You get to play this HOP type game 6 to 8 times. These pairs are not
matching pairs, but pairs that go together for one reason or another. The sound effects are also very good
throughout. I thought the graphics were done pretty well. I especially liked the watermill chapter. Does not fit
the whole screen. Occasionally difficult to see. A lot of interesting puzzles of varying difficulty. Music and
Sound Effects. Will lead and show you exactly what to do, but has an annoying habit of having a pause of 5
seconds between each scene. You CAN change level during the game. Not required due to chapters. Minimal
interaction with cartoon-like, 1 foot high, gremlin-like demons. You learn about characters from the past
through cut-scenes. Do anything it takes to save your daughter Lisa, grabbed by the dark force and thrown
through the magical mirror to another dimension in Contract with the Devil Game for PC! Sonya [You] and
your daughter Lisa were living together in harmony. One day she was gone to visit her newly found friend
John she was highly liked, when you received strange letter. It was handwritten and saying that John knows
something important about your daughter. But there you saw terrifying picture that you will always remember
â€” John asked Lisa to look at the antique mirror, but after throwing back the blanket that covered it, madness
had started. Darkness came to the room through the mirror and grabbed Lisa! This dark mist had taken her
inside the mirror and then mirror closed! Your attempts to open it were non-effective, and during this entire
craziness mansion owner John also disappeared somehow. Now you are on your own inside his empty
mansion, possessed by the darkness. And for the other part of your story you may even go to the mental
hospital. But firstly you will have to open that mirror. Unfortunately, someone took the key and run away with
it! And when you set the trap on this funny greedy someone, you suddenly befriended with him! It was
supernatural Boggart Brown who speaks a strange language, living in the mansion, Sonya [you] somehow
understands and he decides to help you in searches of Lisa! Maybe he made a contract with the Devil, giving
young precious souls to him in exchange of power and health? You are going to find this out in this unusual
point-and-click adventure! Demo the game and enjoy this awesome adventure Loving these soft releases that
are turning out to be better than some of our long standing glitzy game developers. Gamers will journey into a
peculiar set of circumstances and have to solve a mystery to get answers. Played for hours enjoying the
artwork, hidden objects, puzzles and story line. Too often, opening cut scenes and demos go well and then the
games go downhill. This special little gem delivers throughout gameplay. I played the harder level and it took
two days plus to finish it! The storyline is awesome and very diffierent. The mini-games are good and a few of
them so difficult I had to Skip them. I had to use hint more than five times too. I have only one bad thing to
say about this and it really bothered me. The dialog went by so quickly that I missed half of what was said.
Notes you can always look up but the dialog gets lost. It is interesting and challenging. But I have a beef with
the story line. A letter appears at her door with a message from a total stranger: But to take your child to the
home of a total stranger under mysterious circumstances???? It made me irritated and annoyed with her before
the real story even began. These all creatures - the devil, speaking dwarf and small demons In the game there
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are two worlds - the Real and Mirror World.. To get there you have to collect Projector onstructor according to
the scheme. There is a help section in the minigames and they fit quiet well with the plot. Special effects are
amazing! Not always easy to work out where to go next or what to do. Good level of challenge So glad I
bought this. Good length as well. Game with stunning graphics which creates a dark atmosphere with the
content of riddles games and puzzles with mysterious devilish twist that makes you nostalgic among veteran
players like me who love such types of games. I really recommend this game is worth every penny, really fun
game for those who love games of puzzles and riddles like me, I strongly recommend especially to people who
never experienced this style of game, it could be an exciting new experience to them Date published:
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Pact Notesâ€¦ A Pact with the Devil a deal with the Devil or a Faustian bargain , is an agreement with Evil, in
the form of the Devil, often as in the story of Faust with the paradoxical intention of achieving a higher Good
that is otherwise obstructed. The nature of an agreement is a risky accommodation, so at the crux of objections
to such a thing are questionsâ€”what has the person making the agreement traded to the Devil ; can the person
avoid being trapped or corrupted; does the agreement strengthen the Devil; is the greater Good compromised,
and still unachievable? A pact with the Devil is an essential ingredient in the legend of Faust. Faust arrogantly
assumes he can control the Devil, but human nature is such that no man can resist being corrupted by the
Devil or by the powers he grants, and he invariably succumbs. This inevitability is often raised in discussions
about technology, and reflects a social anxiety about technology as we power our way from Eden to Utopia.
Even if one is successful, God is always watching the outcome of such bargains, and for the careless Christian,
the outcome may be eternal damnation. A deal with the Devil does not mean that there is Satanic worship! A
deal is an agreement between opposed sides. Pacts with the Devil are signed in blood, signifying that the
person involved is the object being tendered, and that this is no ordinary deal. The idea of a deal with the devil
predates Faust. The villain is bare and out of service, and so hungry, that I know he would give his soul to the
devil for a shoulder of mutton, though it were blood-raw. Christopher Marlowe, The Tragedie of Doctor
Faustus A text One of the common early historical references is to the story of sixth century Theophilus of
Adana , a priest who signed a pact with the Devil in his own blood, and renounced Jesus and Mary to get the
Devil to make him a bishop. The presumed model for Faust, Johann Georg Faust active in the early to mid
sixteenth century , was lucky to escape the fate of his successors! How much did the story of Faust contribute
to the witch hunts? While thus the Devil, having profited by experience, always insists upon having his rights
insured by an unequivocal instrument which in later centuries is signed with blood ; he, in his turn, is
fearlessly trusted to keep his promise, and this is a fact which must be mentioned to his honor, for although he
is said to be a liar from the beginning, not one case is known, in all devil-lore in which the Devil attempts to
cheat his stipulators. Thus he appears as the most unfairly maligned person, and as a martyr of simple-minded
honesty. Around the time of the first Fausts, in the sixteenth century and before, many people had a literal fear
of the Devil, based at least in uncertainty, and it was natural for some to imagine that another person with a
special ability might have drawn their skill from an improper arrangement with the Devil. Even more suspect
were those who developed some skill in the developing sciences long before rationalism revealed such people
to be normal, even necessarily pedantic and boring, in the eighteenth century. Part One does Goethe commit
himself to his second great divergence from the traditional fable: Faust wagers that, however much of human
life the Devil shows him, he will find none of it satisfyingâ€”and if he is wrong i. Faust now appears as a
singularly modern figure, racing through satisfactions but condemned by his own choice to discard them all.
This theme is common to both the first and the second parts of the play. From the Faust Book: Whereas, mine
own spiritual faculties having been exhaustively explored including the gifts dispensed from above and
graciously imparted to me , I still cannot comprehend; And whereas, it being my wish to probe further into the
matter, I do propose to speculate upon the Elementa; And whereas mankind doth not teach such things; Now
therefore have I summoned the spirit who calleth himself Mephostophiles, a servant of the Hellish Prince in
Orient, charged with informing and instructing me, and agreeing against a promissory instrument hereby
transferred unto him to be subservient and obedient to me in all things. I do promise him in return that, when I
be fully sated of that which I desire of him, twenty-four years also being past, ended and expired, he may at
such a time and in whatever manner or wise pleaseth him order, ordain, reign, rule and possess all that may be
mine: I do now defy all living beings, all the Heavenly Host and all mankind, and this must be. In
confirmation and contract whereof I have drawn out mine own blood for certification in lieu of a seal. Then,
Mephistophilis, receive this scroll, A deed of gift, of body and of soul. But yet conditionally, that thou perform
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All covenants, and articles, between us both. Faustus, I swear by hell and Lucifer To effect all promises
between us both. Then hear me read it, Mephistophilis, On these conditions following. First, that Faustus may
be a spirit in form and substance. Secondly, that Mephistophilis shall be his servant, and be by him
commanded. Thirdly, that Mephistophilis shall do for him, and bring him whatsoever. Fourthly, that he shall
be in his chamber or house invisible. Lastly, that he shall appear to the said John Faustus, at all times, in what
shape and form soever he please.
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They can wield these contracts like whips, but deal lethal damage regardless of the armor bonus of their target.
Wounds created by a binding contract resemble horrifically deep paper cuts and cause 1d6 points of bleed
damage. A contract devil can use its binding contract to disarm and trip foes as if the contract were a whip. If
it is itself disarmed of the contract, the devil can rearm itself with a new contract as an immediate action.
Infernal Contract Su As a full-round action, a contract devil can produce an infernal contract for a single living
mortal creature. This contract can grant a wide range of abilities and effects, as detailed on the following page.
To receive any of these bonuses, however, the mortal must sign its true name to the document of its own free
will. Breaking a contract with a contract devil is difficult and dangerous see the next page ; as long as the
infernal contract remains in effect, the victim cannot be restored to life after death save by a miracle or a wish.
If a mortal is restored to life in this way, the contract devil immediately senses the developmentâ€”it not only
knows which soul has been restored to life, but also gains the benefits of a discern location spell targeted on
the character or creature that restored the damned soul to life. Infernal Investment Su As a subclause of all
infernal contracts, a contract devil can use greater scrying at will upon any creature it has a contract with. A
contract devil, also a called phistophilus, always appears handsome and confident, its chiseled features
housing a perpetually smug grin. Occasionally they serve similar roles on the Material Plane when summoned
by particularly desperate, arrogant, or foolish mortals. When one of the souls damned by a contract devil is
restored to life typically via powerful magic like a wish or miracle , the phistophilus immediately notices the
transgression. Usually, the contract devil recruits the aid of more powerful allies to track down and punish
such transgressors and to collect the escaped soul as quickly as possible. Infernal Contracts While numerous
types of infernal contracts exist, the following two are those most often offered to mortals by contract devils.
Upon signing this contract, a mortal is granted three wishes, as per the spell. It must use these wishes within
24 hours of signing the contractâ€”if it does not, the wishes are wasted but it remains bound to the contract
nevertheless. While the mortal chooses the intention of the wishes, the contract devil decides upon the
specifics, allowing for its own diabolical interpretation of the results should the mortal imprecisely phrase a
wish. A mortal can negotiate with a contract devil for the lifelong service of a devil. The mortal chooses any
type of devil except for a contract devil of a CR equal to or less than its own character level at the time of the
bargain. Breaking an Infernal Contract An agreement with a contract devil can only be broken in two ways.
When a contract is signed, a second copy manifests; one copy is retained by the devil and the other is given to
the mortal. Mortals are free to do whatever they please with the lengthy, obviously evil documents, while
contract devils typically keep active contracts with them at all times. Alternatively, a second mortal might be
allowed to adopt the terms of a contractâ€”with its soul replacing that of the original contract signer after
death. The mortal who seeks to pay the debt of another must contact the contract devil who holds the relevant
contract. If a contract devil agrees to accept another soul in payment, the original contract signer retains all of
the benefits of the contract, but is released from damnation and may be resurrected as normal. The new signer,
however, receives no benefits, cannot be returned to life upon dying, and spends an eternity in Hell after death.
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Edit Page Content With rust-colored skin and a jutting crown of ridge-like horns, this muscular devil is draped
in lengthy contracts. A contract devil, also a called phistophilus, always appears handsome and confident, its
chiseled features housing a perpetually smug grin. Occasionally they serve similar roles on the Material Plane
when summoned by particularly desperate, arrogant, or foolish mortals. When one of the souls damned by a
contract devil is restored to life typically via powerful magic like a wish or Miracle , the phistophilus
immediately notices the transgression. Usually, the contract devil recruits the aid of more powerful allies to
track down and punish such transgressors and to collect the escaped soul as quickly as possible. Infernal
Contracts While numerous types of infernal contracts exist, the following two are those most often offered to
mortals by contract devils. Upon signing this contract, a mortal is granted three wishes, as per the spell. It
must use these wishes within 24 hours of signing the contractâ€”if it does not, the wishes are wasted but it
remains bound to the contract nevertheless. While the mortal chooses the intention of the wishes, the contract
devil decides upon the specifics, allowing for its own diabolical interpretation of the results should the mortal
imprecisely phrase a wish. A mortal can negotiate with a contract devil for the lifelong service of a devil. The
mortal chooses any type of devil except for a contract devil of a CR equal to or less than its own character
level at the time of the bargain. Breaking an Infernal Contract An agreement with a contract devil can only be
broken in two ways. When a contract is signed, a second copy manifests; one copy is retained by the devil and
the other is given to the mortal. Mortals are free to do whatever they please with the lengthy, obviously evil
documents, while contract devils typically keep active contracts with them at all times. Alternatively, a second
mortal might be allowed to adopt the terms of a contractâ€”with its soul replacing that of the original contract
signer after death. The mortal who seeks to pay the debt of another must contact the contract devil who holds
the relevant contract. If a contract devil agrees to accept another soul in payment, the original contract signer
retains all of the benefits of the contract, but is released from damnation and may be resurrected as normal.
The new signer, however, receives no benefits, cannot be returned to life upon dying, and spends an eternity in
Hell after death. Special Abilities Binding Contract Su All contract devils carry numerous lengthy contracts
draped over their horns or within their numerous carrying cases. They can wield these contracts like whips, but
deal lethal Damage regardless of the armor bonus of their target. Wounds created by a Binding contract
resemble horrifically deep paper cuts and cause 1d6 points of Bleed Damage. A contract devil can use its
Binding contract to disarm and trip foes as if the contract were a whip. If it is itself disarmed of the contract,
the devil can rearm itself with a new contract as an Immediate Action. This contract can grant a wide range of
abilities and effects, as detailed on the following page. To receive any of these bonuses, however, the mortal
must sign its true name to the document of its own free will. Breaking a contract with a contract devil is
difficult and dangerous see the next page ; as long as the infernal contract remains in effect, the victim cannot
be restored to life after death save by a Miracle Or a Wish. If a mortal is restored to life in this way, the
contract devil immediately senses the developmentâ€”it not only knows which soul has been restored to life,
but also gains the benefits of a Discern Location Spell targeted on the character or Creature that restored the
damned soul to life. Infernal Investment Su As a subclause of all infernal contracts, a contract devil can use
Greater Scrying At will upon any Creature it has a contract with.
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